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DNAWhat is a PMO?

A dedicated group with responsibilities 
related to the centralized management 
of strategic, value-creating programs 
and the associated project initiatives

What is the primary function?
Stewardship of documentation, 
guidelines and performance metrics -
ensuring that individual projects are 
delivered on-time and on-budget

Why is a PMO required?
Program complexity and inter-
dependency expands across the 
enterprise over time. In turn, the risk of 
performance degradation increases as 
resources become stretched and the 
velocity of change accelerates. The 
PMO function acts as a facilitator to 
ensure that work is delivered as 
effectively as possible

How do you apply the DNA to your PMO?
1) Assess the efficacy of the PMO from the 

perspective of each of the six functional domains
2) Evaluate enterprise-wide strengths and 

weaknesses, as well as ‘missing links’
3) Identify the strategic imperatives and growth 

inhibitors of the organization and determine the 
priority areas of focus

4) Sustain the value of the PMO by integrating and 
optimizing all of the dependent components 

Traditional PMOs Next Generation PMOs
Organizations may not appreciate the 
added-value role that PMOs play in terms of 
overall project performance

PMOs will be properly defined, structured, resourced and 
funded due to increasing acceptance of the role and 
contribution of the function

Participation is typically confined to the core 
project team members, since the intrinsic 
value of the PMO is not universally 
recognized by all stakeholders.

The value will be recognized and PMOs will continue to span 
all levels of the organization, e.g. portfolio management, 
strategy execution and operational support  within each 
business area

More than 50% of PMOs are perceived to 
underperform by the stakeholder community 
– typically since KPIs may be viewed as 
being ambiguous and/or subjective.

PMO contribution will be assessed by metrics such as 
operational efficiency gains and customer satisfaction scores 
that in turn align with wider strategic goals of the enterprise.

Mindset

Engagement

KPIs

PMOs evolve to enhance enterprise value and/or operational performance
across every dimension of the business

Sources: Wrike, PMI.org, projectmanagement.com

Importance 
of the 
Program 
Management 
Office (PMO)
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Rationale:  A PMO-led approach is a pre-requisite for growth-oriented execution

PMO
Targets Missed

Projects repeatedly fail to meet 
timeline and cost parameters

Why do companies need PMO discipline?

Misalignment
Projects are not fully-aligned 

with overall business goals

Lack of Uniformity 
Enterprise-wide methodology for 
program management is absent

Unclear KPIs
Criteria for successful project 
outcomes are not well-defined 

Limited Oversight 
Stakeholders have only partial 
visibility into program status

High-performing PMOs generate sustainable 
value by overcoming these barriers to growth Source : Wrike
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The value of PMO discipline to the growth-oriented enterprises

Quality of 
project delivery standards

Aggregate number of projects 
delivered on budget

Alignment of project goals 
with strategic imperatives 

Uptick in 
Customer Satisfaction Scores 

Total number 
of successful projects

Aggregate number 
of projects delivered on time

High-potential PMO functions generate measurable value by aligning project execution with overarching business objectives 

Successful PMO functions report a substantial uplift in performance improvement thresholds  

Source : PMCollege(i) Proportion of PMO functions reporting material performance improvements 
(n = 227)

64%(i) 62%(i)65%(i)

61%(i) 59%(i) 59%(i)
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Delivering a complex technology project 
q A global enterprise account requested a migration 

to the fully-managed Global Local Area Network 
(GLAN) in 42 strategic sites across their worldwide 
footprint

q Delay in the contract sign-off process and ongoing 
design requirement changes were initial hurdles to 
overcome

q Program planning
- Resource requirements and mobilization
- Implementation scheduling 
- Budgetary parameters
- Enterprise-wide communications
- Risk mitigation plan 
- Evaluation of critical dependencies

q Program management
- Governance model
- Change control policies and procedures
- Tailored project documentation
- Continuous impact assessments
- After-action analysis and reporting 

q Seamless migration to global network across 
all chosen sites.

q On-time implementation performance.
q Cost savings achieved within the resources 

budget.
q Award of maximum Net Promoter Score 

(NPS : 10/10).
q Captured the lessons learned as input to the 

‘Best Practice’ guidelines for future GLAN 
program-based initiatives.

Fighting a global pandemic
q Need for a fully-effective COVID-19 vaccine to 

counter the spread of the Coronavirus
q Unprecedented complexity, risk and  uncertainty 

with highly-compacted timescales

q Integration of production schedule and budget
q Administration of multiple government contracts 

across diverse jurisdictions
q Organizational alignment process for the 

multi-regional team structure  
q Risk assessment and mitigation 
q Control of diverse project management groups

q As of July 2021, AstraZeneca was able to 
supply 1 billion x COVID-19 vaccine doses 
to 170 geographic markets

q The program-wide production process 
comprised a network of > 20 manufacturing 
sites and in-country distribution networks 
across the globe.

Global Case Studies: Vodafone and AstraZeneca 
PMOs provide the foundation for large scale, multi-regional initiatives 

Charter PMO Role Result

Source : Project Management Institute (PMI)
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Assisted VIVA Group as the leading MediaCo in 
Indonesia to grow a new digital line-of-business
q Monitoring the progress of the company towards  

achieve the achievement of the proposed target
q Engaging with various internal stakeholder groups to 

align operational targets with the proposed strategy

q Governance 
- Formulated the overall Project Management Plan
- Established policies and procedures for issue management 

and resolution at the project-level 
- Implemented a change control mechanism 

q Operations 
- Guided Project Managers in cross-team coordination and 

problem escalation as required
- Monitored the execution of major project initiatives 
- Facilitated relationships between media sponsors and senior 

management team

q Ensured VIVA’s strategic position as a ‘Top 3’ 
media group in Indonesia 

q Ongoing performance analysis support 
conducted by WCA

q Created a dedicated digital services delivery 
and sales team structure for viva.co.id

q Improve company efficiency and productivity 
through analysis of employee headcount and 
competitor benchmarking

Teamed with a global TMT investment fund to 
acquire a telecoms TowerCo asset in Indonesia
q Providing recommendations for entry into the telecoms 

TowerCo sector in Indonesia 
q Building a strong relationship between the global TMT 

investor and the preferred local partner

q Pre-transaction
- Provided guidance on market entry strategy
- Assisted in finding local operating partners 
- Identified suitable investment targets.
- Reviewed and negotiated term sheet provisions with the 

target company

q Post-transaction 
- Managed the acquisition process for downstream 

M&A transactions
- Provided continuous operational support : business 

case formulation, issue resolution and  performance 
analysis/reporting

q Creation of a new independently-owned  
TowerCo in Indonesia 

q Established an acquisition target of 1,000+ 
additional telecoms towers - on behalf of a 
local consortium

q Successfully concluded the sourcing and  
acquisition of  850+ towers within 18 months

q Facilitated the process for the raise of bank 
financing (USD 35M)

In-market Case Studies: VIVA Group and PT Komet Infra Nusantara (KIN)

Charter PMO Role Outcome

WCA offers a PMO capability that blends in-depth TMT market knowledge with proven execution capabilities across a broad spectrum of transactions
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Learnings from 
the ‘Front Line’
One of the biggest MediaCos in 
Indonesia has operated a PMO 
function since 2016.

To pursue the long-term goal of 
being a leading multi-channel 
media provider in Indonesia, 
the senior leadership team 
established a framework of 
strategic imperatives, associated 
work programs and performance 
targets in order to focus the 
employee base on a unified long-
term vision for the business.

WCA assisted the company with 
the initial set-up of the PMO 
capability and subsequently 
facilitated the periodic 
performance reviews held with 
the multiple stakeholders and  
operational workgroups.

q In any large organization, segregation among staff members is commonplace. Strong 
functional bias and embedded loyalties may cause conflict between adjacent workgroups. 
In turn this may impair cross-team collaboration.

q MediaCo is organized into several discrete subsidiaries each focusing on different channels 
e.g. News FTA, Entertainment FTA and Digital Broadcasting - each with separate corporate 
values and internal culture.

q Endorsement and support from the senior leadership team (SLT) at the Group level should 
be coupled with the engagement and empowerment of the operational management teams.

q It is crucial to have Program Sponsors who fully support the PMO concept and have 
considerable influence/decision-making authority within the organization. Motivating the 
responsible project workgroups to drive downstream value from every initiative is another 
critical attribute.

q Time constraints on multiple parallel projects limit the extent of interaction with the SLT. 
Hence, individual Program Sponsors must be authorized a) to uphold time-critical decisions 
and b) to delegate responsibility to the various project workgroups in order to avoid 
unnecessary schedule slippages.

q Throughout the lifetime of the PMO, there will be initiatives that may need to be either 
modified ‘in-flight’ or else terminated at short notice.

q Changes in the legal and regulatory framework, budget constraints, customer preferences  
etc. are some of the many factors that may render a project to be redundant.

q The PMO team must develop full visibility of both the internal and external environment in 
order to anticipate and respond to any such issues.

q Some individuals within the organization - especially those at operational level - may 
perceive the PMO structure as an unnecessary overhead and/or a barrier to progress.

q The PMO team must establish a position within the company as being a value-generating 
resource that aids each workgroup in meeting targets and driving continuous improvement

q Sustaining a mindful equilibrium - between the expectations of the SLT and the capacity 
and productivity of the various workgroups - is vital

1

2

3

4

Watch for 
Organizational 
Segregation!

Streamline
Decision-Making!

Remain  
Agile!

People 
Matter!
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What gets measured 
gets managed!

‘THE IRON TRIANGLE’ (i)

COST SCOPE

SCHEDULE

QUALITY

SCHEDULE
The overall timeline and interim delivery 
milestones

SCOPE
The mandated project objectives and 
associated deliverables

COST
The investment required by the project : 
funding, resources and materials 

QUALITY 
The consequent outcome of Schedule, 
Scope and Cost 

q South Asian organizations have the most performance measures in place (8.3/15). 
LatAm and Europe have the fewest metrics in place (6.3/15 and 6.6/15 
respectively) (i)

q C-Suite involvement is a pre-requisite in order to legitimize the role and impact of a 
PMO function in the monitoring of large-scale business projects

q Over one-third of participants in those PMOs using technology for measurement 
purposes claim that their PMOs are very successful, compared to 21% in PMOs 
that do not use technology for measurement. 

(i) Participants were invited to select from an array of 15 discrete performance parameters.

Choosing the most effective measurements
Typically, the ‘Top 10 %’ have more measures linked to ‘The Iron Triangle’ 
than their global peers. Large scale programs needs to be implementable 
and quantified - with a robust follow-up process to track the quality of the 
associated projects.

Fully engaging with the stakeholder community
The ‘Top 10 %’ refine their project measurement discipline further by 
involving a broader range of stakeholders - such as customers, 
professional advisors and external stakeholders - to that ensure 
metrics are focused on the outcomes that truly matter.

Leveraging technology
Strategy execution assisted with advanced technology-generated 
insights helps the ‘Top 10 %’ to capturing relevant metrics beyond ‘The 
Iron Triangle’ - on average 8.3 metrics, compared to 6.5 metrics for 
those not using technology to drive measurement.

Key differentiators for High-Performing PMOsBasic PMO Measures

Talking Points:Sources:
PMI-PwC Report, WCA analysis

Notes (i):
‘The Iron Triangle’ represents the three 
primary constraints – Schedule/Scope/Cost –
facing Program/Project Managers as part of  a 
typical enterprise-wide initiative.
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Global

Governance
Integration and Alignment
Processes
People
Technology and Data

q The ‘Top 10 %’ exhibit superior 
performance relative to global 
peer organizations

q The ‘Top 10 %’ excel in enacting  
governance frameworks - followed 
by process integration and 
alignment

Revenue
growth

Consumer 
satisfaction

q Governance: Active involvement of the C-suite to provide PMO guidance and support
q Integration/Alignment: Enable consistent alignment by a) embedding PMO process 

disciplines across the enterprise and b) creating an agile and empowered environment
q Processes: Continuously adapt processes for parallel projects and diverse workgroups 
q Technology/Data: The ‘Top10 %’ are strong advocates for the adoption of leading-edge 

program and project-level tools - with a focus on technology innovation and data analytics 
to enable collaborative teamworking, 360° situation reporting and knowledge sharing. 

q People: The ‘Top 10 %’ appreciate the importance of building winning capabilities to drive 
competitive advantage. 

Assessing the 
current state of 
PMO Maturity

Insights from leading 
PMO practitioners

Global 
PMO 

Maturity 
Index

Governance

Integration 
and 

Alignment

ProcessesTechnology 
and Data

People

Sources: 
PMI-PwC Report, WCA analysis

Governance: 
Contributing to strategy development

Integration/Alignment: 
Fully aligning initiatives and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
with the overall  strategic and 
change goals at the enterprise-
level

Processes: 
Adapting program 
management tools, 
methodologies and 
practices across the 
entire project portfolio  

Technology/Data: 
Leveraging digitally-
enabled tools that 
enhance collaboration 
and communications 
process

People: 
Development of strong personal 
skills e.g. leadership, collaboration 
and relationship building within the 
project management 
resource base

How the ‘Top 10 %’ performers ensure continuous PMO-driven success

2X 3X

Performance 
Comparison

(‘Top 10 %’ vs Global Peers)
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INTEGRATED  
EXECUTION  

SERVICE
A fully-customized planning and tracking toolset

that ensures enterprise-wide alignment 
with desired exit targets

1. MARKET
NEEDS

Initiate the value 
creation chain by clearly 

identifying the market
opportunity and associated 

target segments

2. INVESTOR
PRIORITIES

Set a clear direction 
according to investor 

priorities and translate these 
into management initiatives

3. VALUE
INITIATIVES

Define major initiatives 
to drive revenue, enhance 

operations, reduce costs, align 
incentives and ensure governance

6. EXIT
The 'End Game' :
WCA ensures  business 
execution remains focused on 
delivering extreme exit value

5. STRATEGIC PMO
Production of exception-
based management reports to 
track progress against value
initiatives – providing high 
visibility and control to the 
investor group and the 
management team.

4. WORK PROGRAMS
Establish clear targets, 
milestones and  resource plans 
allocated to specific  business
workgroups

Ensuring that business execution is aligned with all value-creating initiatives

WCA views the PMO 
function as an integral 
component of an 
Integrated Execution 
Service (‘IES’). 

WCA developed the IES
framework in order to 
bring continuity, 
discipline and extreme 
focus to the 
implementation of 
enterprise-wide, 
value-creating 
program initiatives.
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Source: https://www.wca.co.id/services/

The PMO is not a 
standalone entity

https://www.wca.co.id/services/


This document is exclusively intended for selected client employees. Distribution, quotations and duplications –
even in the form of extracts – for third parties is only permitted upon prior written consent of WCA.

WCA used the text and charts compiled in this report in a presentation; they do not represent a complete 
documentation of the presentation.
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